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Review by Andrew D. Morris, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo 

erman scholar Stefan Hübner’s article “Muscular Christianity and the Western Civilizing Mission,” 
when considered alongside his two other forthcoming pieces on the intersections between the Far 
Eastern Championship Games, Asian modernization, and American philanthropy,1 constitute the 

most thorough and sustained investigation that we have seen into this topic.  Indeed, my own study of the Far 
Eastern Championship Games (FECG) from the Chinese perspective2 would have been strengthened by 
many of Hübner’s insights into the American background and Philippine experiences of the Games. 

Hübner begins and concludes the present article with American sporting missionary Elwood S. Brown’s idea 
that “athletics was the least common denominator” in his plans to “bring people of different classes and 
nations together to overcome social, religious, and political borders” (532, 554).  This phrase is quite 
revealing in terms of Brown’s imagination – and it also became one of the core ideas of the FECG – that the 
modern Western form of Olympic athletics was a fundamental and shared culture that all the peoples of Asia 
and the world could relate to in common, even if they perhaps did not even realize it.  This conception of 
course betrayed the fundamental justification for the YMCA’s involvement in these games: that this 
“common denominator” would have to be brought out and taught to the peoples of Asia by American 
Protestants.  This tension or contradiction thus also became an inherent element of the discourse of the 

                                                      
1 Stefan Hübner, “Images of the Sportive Civilizing Mission: The Far Eastern Championship Games (1913-

1934) and Asian Modernization in English-Language Philippine Newspapers,” Journal of World History 27:3 
(forthcoming, 2016); Stefan Hübner, “Donors and the Global Sportive ‘Civilizing Mission’: Asian Athletics, American 
Philanthropy, and YMCA Media (1910s-1920s),” Itinerario 40.1 (forthcoming, 2016), 589-614. 

2 Andrew D. Morris, Marrow of the Nation: A History of Sport and Physical Culture in Republican China 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), passim. 
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FECG: could the construction of a bourgeois sporting culture evolve from Asian modern cultural norms, or 
would it require a mastery of a body of preexisting Western practices and rituals? 

Hübner’s command of the previous FECG scholarship (although much of it is slight) and the different forms 
of primary sources on the Games is very impressive.  He describes clearly the contradictions that emerged 
within the “Western Civilizing Mission” after the era of European imperialism and the collective suicide of 
the Great War, but also explains how the growing internationalist movement of the 1910s-20s assumed the 
superiority of many of these same artifacts of Western, American, and/or Protestant civilization.  For example, 
“Christian egalitarianism” (537) proved to be a valuable tool – despite the radical inequalities that persisted in 
the ‘Christian’ nations of the West – for missionaries to critique and attempt to correct Asian class- or caste-
based discrimination.  This discourse was not totally uncritical of the West, though; Brown in fact described 
his inspiration for pan-Asian cooperation through sport as having been the way that fair athletic competition 
created a “changed attitude” for the “American soldier [who had been] more inclined to take a swift kick at 
the Filipino” (540).  Amateur sport stood for Brown and his YMCA as a fundamental human concept, 
outside of any histories of empire or violence, supposedly able to mediate across artificial divides of society 
and religion between quarrelsome Japanese, Chinese and Filipino populations (540).  Brown himself seemed 
to grasp the tensions inherent in this project, calling the First FECG (Manila, 1913) “a strange spectacle 
[with] three types of oriental peoples competing in purely American contests” (542).  But such audacious 
measures were in keeping with the audacious YMCA goals of reshaping and uniting an East Asia that had 
been divided and colonized largely by these same Western authors of sporting culture.  And again, even the 
nightmare of the Great War seemed to do little to dampen the YMCA’s confidence in the cult of muscular 
Christianity; indeed, League of Nations-style optimism led Brown and others to continue with their work to 
universalize this Western bourgeois form (550-551). 

Hübner covers mainly the first several years of the FECG movement, the first instance of regional games that 
would be understood as local modes of preparation for the Olympic Games.  Ending his account at roughly 
1921, the year of the 5th FECG (hosted by Shanghai), unfortunately means that Hübner misses the chance to 
comment on the five final FECG competitions between 1923-34 and the many cultural and political 
directions in which the institution evolved in its member countries.  Brown did not live to see 1934 and the 
ugly collapse of the FECG over the question of admitting as a member the Japanese-dominated puppet state 
of Manchukuo.  It is likely that few developments could have saddened him more than the profound failure 
of his movement to overcome the bald calculations of a new form of imperialism in Asia.  The animus and 
cynical machinations that led to the dissolution of the FECG were surely a long way from its unlikely 
founding ideals, and the issues that divided Japan, China, and the Philippines by the mid-1930s proved far 
greater than any modest ‘common denominator’ such as Western athletics. 

Hübner’s work on the Far Eastern Championship Games in Diplomatic History will stand as the authoritative 
scholarship on the topic.  It represents a very thorough study of the historical implications of the Western 
Civilizing Mission and the ideology of modern sport in Asia, as well as an ever-timely reminder about the 
nature of internationalist idealisms and their chances for success. 
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